
Vacancy - Associate

                  

      

      Chiropractic Associate needed for Dynamic Scottish Clinic.       

       Do you want to deliver patient centred care in a dynamic supportive team setting?

      

       We are looking for a new team member. Are you a mature, emotionally intelligent and
driven individual? Will you find and appreciate value in learning, collaborating and being
supported by our seasoned and experienced team?

      

       The clinic is on the outskirts of Edinburgh. We are blessed to be so close to beautiful
beaches, lochs and rivers for all types of water sports, countryside walks, hills, mountains and
forests for hiking, running, climbing, cycling, skiing, basically all the fun, nourishing, good stuff!

      

       Team support and weekly learning with others, you’ll never be stuck for CPD again! 
Give your career the boost it needs. Work with people who are actually university qualified to
mentor and structure you in healthcare business provision or if you are already experienced in
the field be around colleagues who are also deeply invested in continued learning and
professional and personal development. 

      

       ABOUT US…..

      

       We run a family multidisciplinary wellness clinic based in Central Scotland. 

      

       We have X-ray diagnostics and application, nutritionist, sports and rehabilitation therapists,
physiotherapist, audiologist and yoga/pilates instructors. The principal chiropractor has a
post-graduate degree in pregnancy and paediatric care (DICCP, Palmer) and a Masters in
Business from the University of Edinburgh. 

      

       ON OFFER…..
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       ·       Salary range £80 – 96K 

      

       ·       In house locuming to sustain patient base when having time off

      

       ·       Unique ability to offer various packages/ contracts (self-employed, company or
employed)

      

       ·       Visa Sponsorship for international applicants

      

       ·       Financial support with GCC membership fee

      

       ·       Housing support available short term 

      

       ·       Best global cost of living

      

       ·       Focussed and efficient hours

      

       ·       Buy-in options

      

       ·       Close to Edinburgh for a short commute

      

       If you’d like to discuss this unique incredible opportunity further: 
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       Send a CV and cover letter to: fifeassociate@gmail.com

      

        

      

       Chiropractor wanted to join this busy 40 year
       old Oxford clinic with it’s pioneering
       approaches to traumatic brain injuries.
       Oxford Chiropractic Clinic (OCC) and Oxford
       Concussion Clinic are looking to expand. With a
       remarkable flow of new patients seeking care
       weekly, we are looking for an enthusiastic and
       dedicated Chiropractor with an SOT background
       to join this successful team.
       Oxford Chiropractic Clinic’s reputation is well
       known throughout the world and is considered a
       centre of excellence with SOT and Cranio Fascial
       Dynamics (CFD) being at the core to the care we
       deliver. You would step into an established clinic
       which has been at the heart of the community of
       Oxford, for more than 40 years.
       This self-employed position is initially part time,
       offering two working days a week with the view to
       possibly extend hours. It is available from 1st
       July 2024.
       Cultivating your passion, drive, and motivation to
       deliver extraordinary care for patients, is
       important to us. As part of your job package,
       we offer you a guaranteed salary for three
       months and an exceptional opportunity to train as
       a CFD practitioner with an intensive mentoring
       programme provided and taught by Dr Jonathan
       Howat. This will help to develop you into a valued
       and competent Chiropractor in the field of both
       SOT and CFD.
       Our clinic provides a supportive environment
       enabling individuals to achieve their goals.
       Please send your CV and covering letter by email
       in the first instance to: geraldineocc@gmail.com
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       Baxter Chiropractic Clinic is a well-established clinic with a first-class reputation in
Dunfermline, around 30 minutes from the centre of Edinburgh, committed to providing
Chiropractic solutions to address all of our patient's needs, helping people  get control of their
health and maintaining their health through Chiropractic. The clinic has been built and is run by 
Mark Baxter.   Mark
graduated from Western States Chiropractic College in Portland, Oregon, USA in 1993.
 
He and his family first moved to South Wales, where he established Brackla Family Chiropractic
Clinic, which is still in operation today.
 
He then settled in Scotland in 2009, opening his current practice shortly thereafter.
 

      

       About the Position:

      

       This is a great opportunity for a confident Chiropractor to work as an associate alongside
Dr. Baxter in his practice. We are looking for an Associate with good manual adjusting skills,
who can be self-sufficient and open to learning from Mark.  There is no requirement for external
marketing.   The clinic has a high
return patient list, but also a waiting list of new patients, allowing an Associate to grow their
patient base and be well compensated for their efforts.
 
For the right candidate, there could be a long-term view to eventually becoming his successor
when he looks at reducing his hours further or retiring.

      

       What is on offer?

      

        

      

       ·        Open to new graduates and experienced Chiropractors
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       ·        Freelance position with high-earning potential

      

        

      

       If you have a confident and friendly nature and an adventurous spirit, looking for a new
challenge in Scotland, we would love to hear from you.

      

       Please apply below with your cover letter and CV.
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